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Theme: Strategies for Solving Addition
Ages:
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6-8

Introduction
In this week’s Afterschool Adventure, children will practice and explore strategies for solving addition and subtraction problems,
such as using counters and rulers, performing mental math, and drawing pictures. As children encounter different outlandish
scenarios with their PBS KIDS friends, they will explore, reinforce, and advance their addition and subtraction skills—
for example, adding to ten, adding three or more numbers, or changing an addition problem into a subtraction problem. Each section
of this week long adventure is introduced by a video clip or online game that encourages children to explore math concepts and skills
related to addition and subtraction.

Math Overview
This unit focuses on addition and subtraction skills for 6 -8- year- olds. Refer to More About Math to learn additional
information about these math topics as they relate to the Adding Up and Taking Away learning activities.

Before You Begin
Create a free account on PBS LearningMedia to access videos for this Afterschool Adventure. http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/
Gather counters for children to practice adding numbers. You will need 10 counters for each pair of children.
Suggestions: buttons, beads, or any small countable objects.
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Print the following handouts:

• Adding Batteries to Ten Cut out one set for each pair of children.
• Animal Word Problems Print one page for each child.

Download the following mobile apps to your iPad:

• Wild Kratts: Creature Math
• Odd Squad: Blob Chase
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Handy Resource Guide
Get Ready! Your Afterschool Adventure includes videos, online games and mobile apps, hands-on activities and books.
Use this resource chart to plan ahead.

PLAY

WATCH

Online Games &
Mobile Downloads

PBS KIDS Videos
Part 1: Adding Numbers to Ten
• Odd Squad: Combining Gadgets (1:20)

Part 1: Adding Numbers to Ten
• Cyberchase: Spaceship Power-Up

Part 2: Adding Three or More Numbers
• Odd Squad: Game Time! (2:22)

Part 2: Adding Three or More Numbers
• Addition Blocks

• Odd Squad: Bear Scan (1:41)
Part 3: Adding on a Ruler
• Odd Squad: Welcome to the Tube Lobby (1:20)

Part 3: Adding on a Ruler
• Odd Squad: Down the Tubes
• Cyberchase: U Fix it with Ziff

Part 4: Using Number Sentences to Subtract
• Odd Squad: How to Feed the Hamster (1:40)

Part 4: Using Number Sentences to Subtract
• Cyberchase: Ergomania

• Odd Squad: Disappearing Shapes (2:47)

Part 5: Adding and Subtracting with Animals
• Wild Kratts: Creature Math
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• Odd Squad: Blob Chase

EXPLORE
Hands-on Activities
Part 1: Adding Numbers to Ten
• Adding Batteries to Ten
• 10 counters for each pair of children. Suggestions: buttons,
beads, or any small countable objects.

READ
Related Books

Part 5: Adding and Subtracting with Animals

Part 1: Five Creatures by Emily Jenkins

•
•
•
•

Part 5: Guinea Pigs Add Up by Margery Cuyler

Wild Kratts Creaturepedia
Animal Word Problems
Print one page for each child.
Paper and pencil
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Part 1: Adding Numbers to Ten (20 minutes)

PLAY
Cyberchase: Spaceship Power-Up
In this game, children must find pairs of batteries that add up to ten volts in order to power up
a spaceship.
Gather children at your computer or interactive whiteboard so everyone can see.
Leader: Welcome to the Adding Up and Taking Away Afterschool Adventure! This week, we’re going to explore addition and subtraction.
Along the way, we will get some help from our friends at PBS KIDS. Are you ready? Let’s begin!
Introduce the problem that children will be working on in today’s session.
Leader: If you’ve watched the show Cyberchase, you know that Buzz and Delete are two robots who are always getting into trouble.
Today, the batteries on their spaceship ran out. They need to find new batteries to power it up. The problem is each battery
has a different number of volts. Buzz and Delete need to choose pairs of batteries that add up to ten volts in order to
power their spaceship. Let’s see if we can help them out.
Group the children in pairs, and give them a set of numbers from the Adding Batteries to Ten handout.
Have the children match the pairs that add up to ten.
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Pass out counters—like beads or buttons—for the children to use as they work. Demonstrate how to make separate
piles for each number on their number card. Combine the piles and count to find the sum of the two numbers.
When children find a pair of number cards that add to ten, they should move them to the side.
Encourage children to work until all of their cards are matched into pairs that add up to ten. (For those who finish
early, you may ask them to mix up the pairs and try again. How quickly can they re-create pairs of number cards
that add up to ten?)
Once all the groups have finished, access Cyberchase: Spaceship Power-Up and play as a whole group. Call on children one by one to
come to the screen and choose a battery pair that adds up to ten. (The other children may help or “play along” with their number cards.)
As you play, write the number sentences that correspond with the children’s choices on your whiteboard or blackboard
(for example, 3+7=10, 5+5=10, etc.) Ask:
• We need to make five pairs of batteries that add up to ten. Are there five different ways to add to ten using the numbers we have? (yes)
• For each pair of batteries, does it matter which battery you add first? (No, the answer is still ten.)
After the children combine five pairs of batteries, the round is over. Continue to play additional rounds, challenging children to find new
number sentences to add to your list (for example, 9+1=10 instead of 1+9=10). If possible, save the list until the next session.
Leader: Thanks for your hard work today, children! We’ve used what we know about addition to find many different ways to add to
ten—and to power up Buzz and Delete’s spaceship.

Keep Going! If you have more time, explore the following resources on the next page.
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Part 1: (continued)

WATCH
Odd Squad: Combining Gadgets (1:20)
What happens when an Odd Squad agent forgets his or her gadget? This video reinforces the idea that
different number pairs can combine to make ten.

READ
Five Creatures by Emily Jenkins
In this book, a child describes her family of five in various ways: three humans and two cats, three short creatures
and two tall creatures, four grownups and one child. As you read, write down the number sentences that go along
with all the different ways to add up to five. For an extra challenge, ask children to create number sentences that
describe different ways to add up the number of creatures in their own families.

7 + 3 = 10
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Part 2: Adding Three or More Numbers (20 minutes)

WATCH
Odd Squad: Game Time! (2:22)
Olive and Otto need to add multiple small numbers together in series. There’s only one thing to do:
go to the Mathroom.
Gather children at your computer or interactive whiteboard so everyone can see.
Leader: Welcome to the Adding Up and Taking Away Afterschool Adventure! This week, we’re exploring addition and subtraction.
Yesterday, we learned about different ways to add pairs of numbers to get ten. Today, we’re going to practice adding lots of
numbers together!
Introduce the premise of the video.
Leader: Strange things seem to happen to the Bears basketball team when the number 13 is involved. Odd Squad Agents
Olive and Otto have tried to prevent any funny business by getting rid of all the thirteens they could find. Will it work?
Let’s watch and find out.
Access the video, press play, and watch with your children. Afterwards, ask:
•

Did you notice anything strange happening at the basketball game?
(Yes, the basketball moved on its own and bounced off the players.)

•

Where did the Odd Squad agents find the number 13? (It was the sum of all the numbers on the players’ jerseys.)

•

What strategy did they use to add all the numbers together? (They counted on their fingers.)

•

What other strategies do you know of for adding up numbers? (Drawing pictures, using counters, mental math, etc.)

Leader: There are many strategies for adding up groups of numbers. You can use your fingers, like Olive did, or you can use counters,
like we did yesterday. You can also use mental math. Mental math means adding up numbers in your head. A good way to do
this is to find number pairs that make ten and add those numbers together first.
Write the following numbers on your chalkboard or blackboard: 3 6 7
Leader: What if these were the numbers on the players’ jerseys? Can anyone tell us how to add these numbers using mental math?
Remember to look for number pairs that add to ten and add those first.
Call on a volunteer or demonstrate how to add the numbers. Start by adding 3 and 7 to make 10, and then add 6 to make 16.
(If children need help finding number pairs that add to ten, refer to the list you created in the previous session.)
Cross out the numbers as you add them to the total.
Leader: Three plus seven makes ten, and six more is sixteen. We just used mental math to add these numbers!
There are no tricky thirteens hiding in this team’s jerseys.
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Part 2: (continued)
Write more sets of three numbers on the board, and challenge the children to use mental math to calculate the sums.
(Be sure to include a pair of numbers that add up to ten in each set of three numbers.) Ask children to figure out if any of the
numbers add up to the dreaded number 13.
Leader: Good work today, children! We’ve learned some new strategies for adding up three or more numbers. Next time we meet,
we’ll practice a new strategy for adding up numbers.

Keep Going! If you have more time, explore the following resources:

WATCH
Odd Squad: Bear Scan (1:41)
Where else could the number 13 be hiding on the Bears team? Watch this short clip, in which Agents
Otto and Olive scan the players to determine if they are carrying 13 of anything. Then ask children
to think of other scenarios in which players might carry items that add up to 13.

PLAY
Addition Blocks
In this Tetris-like game, children must add fast to avoid a block pileup. On the left side of the screen,
they are presented with a grid of blocks, each containing a number from 1-4. On the right, a block
containing a target sum falls towards the bottom of the screen. Children must select adjacent
blocks from the grid that add up to the target sum before the block reaches the bottom. Encourage
children to play on their own, using mental math to select blocks that add up to the target sum.
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Part 3: Adding on a Ruler (20 minutes)

PLAY
Odd Squad: Down the Tubes
Odd Squad agents use a vast network of tubes to travel around, but when the tubes are out of whack,
they can’t go anywhere. It’s a tube-tastrophe! In this game, children will help repair the system by finding
tubes of the right length.
Gather children at your computer or interactive whiteboard so everyone can see.
Leader: Welcome back to the Adding Up and Taking Away Afterschool Adventure! This week, we’re exploring addition and subtraction.
Yesterday, we learned how to use mental math to add three or more numbers. Today, we’re going to use another tool
to help us add: a ruler.
Access the game and watch the introductory video. Then restate the problem for the children.
Leader: The Odd Squad agents use a system of tubes to get around. But some of the tubes are broken! We’re going to help them
fix the system by replacing the pieces of broken tube.
Click the turquoise start button, listen to the directions, and click on Level 1. Show the children how to pull the ruler so that it reaches
all the way across the first broken tube.
Leader: This ruler shows us the length of the broken tube. The easiest way to fix this piece of tube is to select a new piece
that is exactly the same length.
Demonstrate how to fix the tube by selecting the piece that fits exactly. Then click the launch button to send the agent through
the tube and advance to the next level.
In level two, pull the ruler so that it stretches across the bottom piece of the broken tube.
Leader: This piece of broken tube is 7 units long. But we don’t have any pieces of tube that are 7 units long. What should we do?
Pause to allow children to answer, and correct or confirm their ideas.
Leader: To fix this tube, we have to add two pieces together. Luckily, we have this ruler to help us. Here’s how it works. Select the first
piece of tube you want to use. Then, count from the end of the first tube to the end of the ruler to see
how long the second piece of tube should be.
Demonstrate how to do this for the children. For example, if the broken tube is 7 units long, and you’ve chosen a tube that’s 5 units long,
you can count “one…two” units from the 5 to the 7 to show that children will need a two-unit piece to complete the repair.
Write the corresponding number sentence on our blackboard or interactive whiteboard:

5+2=7

Keep going, playing more rounds until you are sure children understand how to use the ruler to add up lengths of tube.
Then, let them continue through the levels individually or in small groups. As they play, encourage children to use the ruler,
counting aloud from the end of the first tube selected to the end of the ruler to determine the length they need for the second tube.
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Part 3: (continued)
Leader: Thank you for your hard work today. You’ve practiced your addition skills and learned another strategy:
using a ruler to add numbers.

Keep Going! If you have more time, explore the following resources:

PLAY
Cyberchase: U Fix it with Ziff
What is another good use for rulers? During this game, children need to use rulers to cut windows and doors
to the right size to fix up some old buildings.

WATCH
Odd Squad: Welcome to the Tube Lobby (1:20)
Want to find out more about tube travel? In this video, Oscar trains agents on how to use the
Odd Squad tube system.
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Part 3: Adding on a Ruler (20 minutes)

WATCH
Odd Squad: How to Feed the Hamster (1:40)
Oscar needs to calculate the value of an unknown number in a subtraction formula in order to feed the
Odd Squad hamster.
Leader: Welcome back to the Adding Up and Taking Away Afterschool Adventure! This week, we’re learning more about
addition and subtraction. So far, we’ve learned mostly about addition, including how to write number sentences.
Today, we’re going to learn how we can use number sentences to solve subtraction problems!
Access the video, press “play,” and watch with your children. Afterwards, ask:
•

What number sentence was the Odd Squad trying to solve? (3 + __ = 10)

•

What did the Odd Squad agents do to figure out the answer?
(They rearranged the addition number sentence into a subtraction number sentence.)

Work with your children to turn more addition number sentences into subtraction number sentences to solve. For example:
Leader: What if the hamster had to eat 12 sandwiches a day and already ate 5 for breakfast?
How could we write that as an addition number sentence?
Write on the board:

5 + __ = 12

Leader: How can we change that to a subtraction number sentence?
Write on the board:

12 – 5 = ___

Leader: What is the answer?
Fill in the blank:

12 – 5 = 7

Continue working with your children as a group to solve additional hamster problems. Try:
•

What if the hamster has to eat 8 sandwiches a day and he already ate 3 for breakfast?

•

What if the hamster has to eat 9 sandwiches a day and he already ate 1 for breakfast?

•

What if the hamster has to eat 6 sandwiches a day and he already ate 5 for breakfast?

Once children have the hang of it, you may group them into pairs and have them make up new pet-feeding challenges for each other
to solve. For each problem, encourage children to write both the addition number sentence with the missing term, and the subtraction
number sentence—and then fill in the answer.
Leader: Thank you for your hard work today. You’ve practiced your addition AND subtraction skills by learning how to take
an addition number sentence and turn it into a subtraction number sentence.
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Part 4: (continued)
Keep Going! If you have more time, explore the following resources:

PLAY
Cyberchase: Ergomania
Buzz and Delete need different colored ergs to make a batch of antidote for the Bot Flu. Children will
use their addition and subtraction skills to help them collect just the right amount of each color. Allow
children to play on their own, and check in with them to see how they are approaching the problems.
Ask questions like, You have three ergs. You need seven ergs. How many more do you need? Encourage
children to write out number sentences to help them keep track of their work.

WATCH
Odd Squad: Disappearing Shapes (2:47)
Circles and triangles are disappearing everywhere, but why? After watching the video with
children, reiterate what happened—four tires turned to zero, twelve bagels turned to eight,
and five chairs turned to one. Ask children if they notice a pattern. Then watch the related
Why Are Shapes Disappearing to find out how the Odd Squad agents solved this subtraction problem.
After the agents figure out that a popular song called Take Away Four is to blame, encourage children
to make up their own song that can help put things back the right way.
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Part 5: Adding and Subtracting with Animals (20 minutes)

PLAY
Wild Kratts: Creature Math
Creature Math helps children practice addition and subtraction as they create their very own animal
habitat filled with cool creature pals.
Gather children at your computer or interactive whiteboard so everyone can see.
Leader: Welcome back to the Adding Up and Taking Away Afterschool Adventure! This week, we’re learning about addition and subtraction.
Today, we’re going to practice both operations with a game about animals.
Access the mobile app and play the demo for the children.
Leader: In this game, we need to help the Kratt brothers collect items that animals need to survive. You’re going to have to solve
all sorts of addition and subtraction problems to do this.
Explain that children can use the number sentences on screen to help them solve each problem. They may also use the number line at the
bottom of the screen to help them add and subtract—it functions like the ruler they used in the Odd Squad: Down the Tubes game.
The Creature Math app also takes advantage of a new strategy for solving addition and subtraction problems—drawing pictures.
Show the children how the pictures of the objects change as items are added and subtracted. Children may use the pictures to count up
the items as they appear or disappear to help them arrive at the correct answer.
Allow children to play Wild Kratts: Creature Math individually or in small groups. Are they successful in solving the problems and
keeping their animals happy?

EXPLORE
Wild Kratts: Adding Up Animal Habitats
In this activity, children will practice basic math skills while learning about animals and their habitats.
As a follow up to the Wild Kratts: Creature Math app, or as children wait their turn to play,
challenge them to research a creature of their choice in the Wild Kratts Creaturepedia to find out
how it meets its needs for food, water, and shelter.
Encourage children to solve their own related addition and subtraction problems based on animals found
in Creaturepedia. Give each child an Animal Word Problems handout and encourage them to
solve the word problems by drawing pictures.
Once children complete the activities, congratulate them for their hard work and completion of the final
activity in the Adding Up and Taking Away Afterschool Adventure.
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Part 5: (continued)
Leader: We are finished! We investigated addition and subtraction in many different ways this week—and we learned
some new problem-solving strategies, like using counters and rulers, performing mental math, and drawing pictures.
Be sure to share your discoveries with your families when you go home!

Keep Going! If you have more time, explore the following resources:

PLAY
Odd Squad: Blob Chase
A big blue blob has escaped in the Odd Squad headquarters—and the agents need help getting it back
into its container! In this game, children will help recover tiny pieces of the blob by using gadgets to add,
subtract, halve, or double passageways leading back to its container.

READ
Guinea Pigs Add Up by Margery Cuyler
Mr. Gilbert’s classroom starts out with one guinea pig for a pet, but soon the guinea pigs start
adding up—and the students have more than they bargained for! Read the book aloud to children,
using the addition and subtraction strategies they’ve learned to keep track of the guinea pigs as
the story progresses.

This out-of-school resource was developed by Maryland Public Television.
The contents of this activity were developed under a grant from the Department of Education. However, those contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the Department of Education,
and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government. [PR/Award No. U295A100025, CFDA No. 84.295A]. • © 2015 Public Broadcasting Service.
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More About Math
Adding Up and Taking Away
Background for Leaders
In this unit children will use addition and subtraction skills appropriate for 6-8 year olds. They will reinforce their
understanding and mastery of these operations by solving problems in various real world and extreme scenarios.

Addition and Subtraction
Children at this age are learning how to work with numbers; they are gaining a sense of quantity and of the ways numbers relate to one
another. It is very helpful to have a set of tools on hand that can help children manipulate and use number reasoning. This “toolbox” can include
a ruler (or blank numberlines), counting chips or dried beans, a hundreds chart, base ten blocks, and extra paper for drawing representations.
Providing children with a “toolbox” allows them to choose the strategies that best help them to reason through different problems.
In 1st grade, children should be able to add/subtract totals up to 20; by 2nd grade they should be adding or subtracting up to 100.
Children should be gaining familiarity with number combinations such as doubles, adding 1, adding 0, subtracting 1, and numbers that
add to make 10. By learning to add and subtract these combinations using mental math, children gain fluency in addition and subtraction,
and rely less on their “toolbox” as they progress.
Children should use formal symbols for addition and subtraction. This means they should write number sentences for the problems they are
solving. It is important that children take the time to write number sentences in these early years as they learn to reason with numbers so
that they will have a strong foundational understanding of addition and subtraction.
Here are a few examples of number sentences. Notice that the equal sign is not always on the right hand side of the equation.
This is important in children’s understanding of what the equal sign means (instead of just saying “equal” you may want to say “is equal to”).

4 + 3 = 7 		
12 – 5 = 7		

13 = 4 + 9		
17 – 9 = 8		

2+3=4+1
5–2=4-1

During this unit, children will use the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction to solve problems. Remind children that there
are four facts in each addition/subtraction fact family — two addition sentences and two subtraction sentences. Knowing just one of these
facts can help them solve the related problems.
For example:

6 + 4 = 10

4 + 6 = 10

10 – 4 = 6

10 – 6 = 4

Throughout these learning activities make sure the children:
•

Have access to their “toolboxes”.

•

Write complete number sentences.

•

Use the related vocabulary: addition, subtraction, equal, related fact, more, or fewer.

This out-of-school resource was developed by Maryland Public Television.
The contents of this activity were developed under a grant from the Department of Education. However, those contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the Department of Education, and you should not assume endorsement
by the Federal Government. [PR/Award No. U295A100025, CFDA No. 84.295A]. • © 2015 Public Broadcasting Service.
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